[99mTc-MAA perfusion studies in the treatment of preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy of malignant bone and soft tissue sarcoma].
Preoperative intra-arterial continuous chemotherapy combined with surgery in the treatment of malignant bone and soft tissue sarcomas has been used since 1968 in our clinic. This approach offers a theoretical advantage over systemic chemotherapy in that it delivers higher concentrations of chemotherapeutic agents to the tumor bed without increasing systemic toxicity. Tumor response depends on tumor sensitivity and the maximum amount of agent which is deliverable to the tumor tissues, so it is important to maintain a proper catheter placement to obtain good tumor response. 99mTc-Labeled macroaggregated albumin (99mTc-MAA) perfusion studies were carried out 19 patients who had histologically proven malignant bone and soft tissue sarcomas. The use of 99mTc-MAA perfusion studies in the treatment of intra-arterial chemotherapy offers an excellent way to evaluate catheter placement and tumor perfusion, in addition to providing a way to evaluate tumor A-Vshunts with lung scanning. The dynamic images of 99mTc-MAA obtained at each stage of the chemotherapy period also demonstrate the degree of tumor tissue response to intra-arterial chemotherapy. Therefore we conclude that 99mTc-MAA perfusion combined with preoperative intra-arterial infusion is a very useful method in cases involving limb salvage surgery.